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OWFC Events – Ian Forbes Vice Presidents’ Day (13th Oct)
The Football Club would like to invite you to
attend attend the very first VP & Friends Day in
Honour of Club Legend Ian Forbes.
It will be held on Saturday 13th October, we
should have at least four games being played
with kick offs around 2.00pm.
It would be useful to know the numbers who can
attend as it helps in getting a idea as to how
much food we will need to organise.
Please pass this on to any Old Wilsonian
footballers past or present. If you could also add
them to the Old Wilsonians’ Facebook group that
would be appreciated.

Annual Subs
It is now time to pay your annual
subs, and with pay day just around
the corner now’s the time to get it
done.
There has been a price freeze this
year, so you still benefit from the low
prices of:
• £125 - Full Membership
• £75 - Super Draw Member
• £50 - University Student /
Unemployed
• £30 - Schoolboys
If you have any questions please
direct them to treasurer Jon Howe.

The Old Wilsonians’ Association is currently running two fund raisers
that you can join:
THE PRIZE DRAW
For just £25 a year you will be entered into 40 weekly draws of £25, 10
monthly draws of £50, and 2 annual draws of £500
THE SUPER DRAW
For £150** a year payable by 12 monthly payments of £12.50, you will
be entered into 12 monthly draws of £70, ten monthly draws of £170
and two annual draws of £1000
**Plus up to £50 taken off your subs
You can hold as many numbers you like. For further details please
contact Graham Watts you can request a direct debit mandate by
completing the forms on the website, or by calling him on 07956 46 26
85 or email him at grawat@ntlworld.com
The SUPER DRAW & PRIZE DRAW are part of the OWA Lotteries. All
payments to Old Wilsonians’ Association fund raising lotteries will be
used to improve facilities at the club and grounds for the benefit of all
members.

Togger 2018/19
With the OWFC season now well underway,
the 2018/19 OWFC Togger will be kicking off this
season on Saturday 6th October - it's an important
source of fundraising for the club and loads of you
made some decent returns last season, so let's
make this year's Togger even better.
Hopefully we can tempt you (and members of your
team) in to making your Togger debut, or playing
again this season. Again, it's only £2/week, with the
first half of the competition running over 12 weeks
up to Christmas.
All you have to do is submit your scores online
here each week and we will do the rest with the
scoring, producing results for the various prizes.
The scoring is as follows:
• 2 points for correct result
• 5 points for correct score
• -2 points for predicting either team (OWFC or
oppo) to win or draw and they lose by at least 3

As a guide, last year the prizes were roughly as follows (obviously this year’s prizes will
depend on how many players sign up to play):
Weekly – £17
Monthly – £10.50
Quarterly (12 weeks) – £50 for 1st place, £20 for 2nd place
Overall (24 weeks) – £55 for 1st place, £25 for 2nd place, £10 for 3rd place
2016/17 Togger Prize Winners
Ash Phakey
Stu Paton
Josh Falconer-Roberts
Arron Newble
Michael Crombie
Jamie Parkinson
Kek Amankwah
James Eglon
Will Adams

£140.00
£133.00
£126.00
£101.00
£65.00
£64.67
£54.00
£24.67
£20.00

Steve Howe
Mike Pike
Matt Williams
Geoff Robinson
James Doyle
Rich Smart
Henry McGeever
Andy Parkinson
Jon Knight

£20.00
£18.00
£18.00
£18.00
£18.00
£16.67
£6.67
£6.67
£6.67

To get involved, all you need to do is transfer the entry fee of £24 to the club’s account
(Account Number 00685852, Sort Code 20-05-57), email Ed at owfctogger@outlook.com
to let us know you're in, and submit your entry for the first week's results online here.

SUBMIT SCORES HERE

Eggy Rides to Paris for Cancer Research UK

Last week James “Eggy” Eglon, along with 4 other Old Wilsonian’s, cycled the 292 miles from Croydon to Paris.
22hrs38mins of saddle time across three days saw the team raise funds for Cancer Research UK. This was part
of the charity’s “Cycle 300” challenge, with all members cycling over 400 miles during the month of September.
At the time of publishing the team have raised £2,750 and are looking for one last push to get them to over
£3,000. Any donations would be greatly appreciated and all go towards the charities aim of beating cancer.
https://fundraise.cancerresearchuk.org/page/eggy-rides-to-paris

Club Shop

To the Club Shop

Fixtures and Results
Results – 22nd September

Fixtures – 6th October

Old Owens
4
6
1st XI
Goals: Williams, N. (3), Wright, S. (2), Mallins, B.

SAL

Royal Bank of
2nd XI
3
2
Scotland
Goals: Dunk, S., Karamath, J., Stanley, W.

AFA

3rd XI

4th XI

Old Wokingians

0
1
Goals: N/A
1
4
Goals: Dixon, T.
2
1
Goals: Strong, A.

Polytechnic 5s

Shene Old
Grammarians

5th XI

Polytechnic 8s
2
2
6th XI
Goals: Sherlock, Stan., Seddon, O.
HSBC 5s

5
0
Goals: N/A

7th XI

8th XI

0
7
Goals: N/A

Old Salesians 2s

Alleyns

14-00
SAL - Away

1st XI

2nd XI

14-00
SAL - Home

Nottsborough

3rd XI

14-00
LOBC - Home

Reigations 3s

4th XI

14-00
SAL - Home

Weirside Rangers 3s

5th XI

14-00
SAL - Home

West Wickham 6s

Wokingians 8s

14-00
AFA - Away

7th XI

Polytechnic 7s

14-00
AFA - Away

8th XI

SAL

LOBC

LOBC

SAL

SAL

SAL

Proud sponsors of Old Wilsonians FC;
10% discount for all OWFC members
when they eat at the restaurant

1st XI Match Report

(6-4 vs Old Owens)

Another league game for Wilson’s and another 6 changes made. However this was a very young
Wilson’s side with an average age of 25 containing a real blend of physical strength, pace and
technical ability.
The return of Niall Sheridan and Ally Osborn to the starting line up meant that Wilson’s were
playing out from the back 4 as opposed to hoofing the ball straight to the opposition which we
have been doning the last three weeks. They were finding Sam Wright, Nick Williams and Ben
Mallins in great positions with the team being able to play generally higher up the pitch and in the
first 25 minutes Wilson’s were the better team. Through good play Sam Wright was found on the
edge of the box who smashed the ball past their keeper to make it 1-0 Wilsons.
Old Owens immediately responded and started to put more pressure on Wilsons. A ball over the
top meant their striker was through on goal but Ed Healy did well to spread himself and save with
his feet. Owens continued the pressure and a shot from 25 yards out cannoned off the post and
went to their left winger who curled a lovely ball to the back post for their right winger ghosting in
to head home to make it 1-1.
Buoyed by their goal Owens were in the ascendancy and with another ball over the top to their
well known dynamo midfielder 'Breezy', who beat Ed to the ball and did well to win
a nebulous penalty. The penalty was dispatched into the bottom corner and Wilson’s found
themselves 2-1 down despite having the better first 25. Sergio Ohene returning to the club with
his first game of the season wriggled his way into the box and drew the foul, with Wilson’s having
a penalty of their own. Sam Wright stepped up and smashed it against the underside of the
crossbar, however the Owens defence just stood and watched Ben Mallins to drill the ball home to
make it 2-2.

1st XI Match Report

(6-4 vs Old Owens)

With 5 minutes left on the clock until half time Wilson’s just needed to keep it tight, but if you play from the back you are at risk of being punished by a
misplaced pass. A misguided pass was picked up by their winger who pulled back to 'Breezy' who tucked it away in the bottom corner.
At half time we talked about the things we did well and we knew we had more goals in us, we just needed to minimise the gaps between us and be
more compact when defending. A confident team had belief and desire to go on and win, we just needed to improve defensively.
Ten minutes into the second half Ben Mallins having picked up the ball out wide, drove inside and played a lovely reverse ball to the right where Nick
had peeled off with a great run. Nick slotted it away with his right foot in between the Keepers legs to score the first of what was to be a 25
minute hat-trick and Wilsons were now level again 3-3.
Again despite having the better first 15 minutes of this half Wilson’s found themselves behind again. A ball to the strikers feet was held up well, but he
was allowed to turn and clip the ball diagonally into the top corner with possibly the best goal of the game and Owens at this point probably thought
we would have given up.
To compound this disappointment, Ben Mallins was then sin binned for 10 minutes which felt like an eternity and you couldn’t see how we would get
back into the game. Quite possibly a huge turning point in the game came when a cross into the Wilsons box which their striker brought down, turned
and hit well towards the bottom corner but was met by Ed’s strong left hand and ultimately Owens would rue this miss and for not making the most of
the extra man.
So with 15 minutes to go Wilson’s were 4-3 down but now back to 11. Alex Karamath with an excellent driving run down the left hand side produced a
beautiful cross for Nick Williams to stab his studs against the ball to make it 4-4.
Then Oz with only 10 minutes on the clock to go played a lovely curled free kick into the box which was knocked down to Man Of the Match Nick
Williams who smashed the ball off the crossbar for his hat-trick and Wilson’s were 5-4 with Nick wheeling away with his shirt over his head!!! With 3
minutes remaining despite calls of head to the corner flag, Nick drove down the left wing, switched the ball to the right flank where Ben Mallins cut
back to Sam Wight who calmly slotted away to make it 6-4.
A huddle at the end to soak up the incredible feeling of the win. And to reflect, what could this young Wilson’s team achieve, if we have more
commitment week in week out, instead of going to Michael McIntyre with your Mrs.
Mom Nick Williams

2nd XI Match Report

(3-2 aet vs Royal Bank of Scotland)

After a few disappointing results recently, we were going into this match knowing that we needed a win
and that the team in front of us were very beatable. We started the game quickly and were able to
create some good chances in front of goal, despite a sloppy bit of play putting us 1-0 down within the
first 15.
A barrage of corners, with Mitch delivering perfectly, looked certain to put us ahead and sure enough
Stu Dunk didn’t disappoint with his first goal in almost 4 years: hitting a sweet volley which then
rebounded back to him to twat in the middle of the goal 1-1.
After half-time we came out strong again but never seemed to find that finishing touch until a bit of
magic from Kara down the wing saw him turning their right back inside out and slotting it bottom bins:
2-1. We should’ve put the game to bed from here, with an assortment of missed opportunities that have
been haunting us so far this season. A last minute free kick for RBS saw the ball driven hard under the
wall, forcing a fantastic save from Powley but allowing the runners in behind to slot the ball easily in,
2-2 and into extra time.
Nobody wanted to head into extra time and frustrations were beginning to show, but we dug deep and
it’s fair to say everyone in the team put a shift in. Both teams were understandably flagging and it was
looking likely that the game would go to pens. It was at this point that I decided to take matters into my
own hands, receiving a perfectly weighted pass on the edge of the box which I side footed into the top
left corner of the goal with pinpoint precision. The keeper was powerless to stop it and RBS hearts
were crushed in the dying minutes of extra time.
Some say it’s the most important goal ever scored at Old Wilsonians but all I know is it lead us to a 3-2
victory and the next round of the cup. The quad is well and truly on.
MOTM Will Stanley

3rd XI Match Report

(0-1 vs Polytechnic)

After a tough week for the club, the omens were starting to look good for the 3’s
with a new goalkeeper in between the sticks and Man United 2-0 down just
before we went to the changing rooms. We were however short on players at
2pm and a delayed kickoff agreed between the two teams was secured.
In a 4-3-3 formation, it was a cagey first half with both teams having decent
chances. Gigi in goal for Old Wilsonians played a pivotal role and made some
smart saves but at the other end Wilson’s were starting to turn the screw. The
second half was finely poised at 0-0.
Following our half time talk, Old Wilsonians came out a much stronger outfit.
Everyone look more comfortable on the ball and the battle in midfield was
starting to be won. A number of injuries players though worked against our favour
though and Wilson’s were restricted to very few chances. Polytechnic looked
more threatening and had it not been for a monumental effort for Sanbe, Perkins,
Beer, Tanner and Gigi, the deadlock would have been broken earlier. It was with
about 15 minutes left however when Poly managed to get a low driven cross
though the 6 yard box with the simplistic of finishes to go one up. Unfortunately
Wilson’s never really recovered in final 15 minutes, lacking by that final killer
blow.

4th XI Match Report

(1-4 vs Shene Old Grammarians)

No report submitted

5th XI Match Report

(1-2 vs Wokingians)

Following last weeks success against the school, the 5s faced a long trip to Woking to begin their
second cup campaign of the season. A rousing team talk from stand in captain Smithy got the boys
fired up for the task at hand. On a pitch that had already seen better days, the start was far from ideal.
A ball over the top found their striker out on the right wing, who cut in before curling the ball into the far
corner. 1-0 and an uphill battle from there on. Play improved however and the 5s started to find there
feet, with Small and Rand on the wings causing problems and the midfield pairing of Strong and Roffey
dictating proceedings. Despite the effort, Woking doubled their lead before the break, when a scuffed
shot found their striker on the edge of the box who turned and nestled the ball into the bottom corner.
The team rallied at half time, now playing down the hill, the 5s looked more and more dangerous
creating a number of chances, with Rand firing narrowly over from the edge of the box and Billings
glancing a header just past the far post. There was eventual reward however when Small got the ball
down to the by-line and squared it for the on-rushing Strong who found the back of the net. The game
was now becoming increasingly stretched and the lack of subs available began to take its toll and were
reduced to 10-men following an injury late on. Both teams looked dangerous on the break, but neither
could capitalise and the 5s couldn’t quite find the all important equaliser.
A lot of positives to take from a tough game. The AFA dream will have to wait for another year, but the
league campaign starts next week and the hopes of another positive campaign are very much there.
Team: Young, Ffrench, Billings, Smith, Lolu, Small, Strong, Roffey, Abnett, Rand, Mander.

6th XI Match Report

(2-2 vs Polytechnic 8s)

6th XI left to rue missed chances
Despite suffering from what was a tricky week for selection across the board for OWFC sides, the 6th XI
made the pilgrimage to top of the table Poly in a confident mood following two good wins. Our opponents
were yet to concede a goal in their two league games to date, and it was Poly who started the brighter with
their striker able to square to a team mate who did well to hold of the challenge of Chappell and Seston to dig
out an emphatic finish from the edge of the box.
Spurred on by this early warning sign, we raised our game and dominated much of the remainder of the first
half. Cooper and Stan Sherlock both had chances and the Poly goalkeeper was keeping them in the game;
Jonny Q was causing them problems up top, but it was OWEN SEDDON who eventually grabbed a welldeserved equaliser before half time.
The second half continued in the same vein with the 6s continuing to look threatening, but with legs starting
to tire we picked up a couple of knocks and suffered with a lack of options to bring on from the bench.
Switching to three up top, Poly pushed forward and took the lead when their striker latched onto a through
ball and proceeded to celebrate like he’d won the league. Our performance didn’t warrant a loss, and
thankfully following good chances for Dhariwal and Cooper, STAN SHERLOCK popped up to finish following
good work by Dan Shave on the right.
We did well to get ourselves back in the game twice, and perhaps could have gone on to win it with some
fresh legs on the bench. Thanks to the lads from the 7s who stepped up to help us out this week.
Report by Ed Adams
MoM Owen Seddon
Team: E. Adams, Shave, Seston, Syd Sherlock, Chappell, Dhariwal, Seston, Scott, Cooper, Quinton, Stan
Sherlock, Wrenn-Smith.

7th XI Match Report

(0-5 vs HSBC 5s)

AN UNDESERVED SCORELINE
Back in the 7s as a stand-in for Sparrow, I was looking forward to our game at Beckenham – nice pitch,
nice weather, and a number of keen schoolboys ready to make their debut. After a tentative start, the
much-changed 7s started to get into their stride, with the intensity of pressing and crisp passing taking
HSBC by surprise. It felt unlucky to go into the half-time break 1-0 down, and we maintained the belief
that the goal would come in the second half.
As the old saying goes however, a goal can change the game – and it was HSBC who got the second
crucial goal; a well-worked move down the right leading to a precise cross, headed in by the opposite
winger who ghosted in at the far post. The 7s continued to push but conceded another, despite the efforts
of Amankwah to keep it out. A highly-contentious penalty gave HSBC their fourth, and another cross and
finish from the right wrapped up the proceedings.
In the end, the physicality of the opposition proved to be our undoing, combined with a couple of through
balls that were just a little too long, and some good saves from the HSBC ‘keeper. At the other end, a
couple of saves from Amankwah kept the scoreline fairly respectable. The travelling schoolboys
integrated into the set-up well, with man-of-the-match Andy Deng in particular marshalling the back line
with maturity, and they are welcome additions to the Old Boys.
Team: Amankwah, Chen, Hallett, Deng, Omar, Martin, A.Benwell, Ketheeswaran, Nordbo, Fowler,
S.Benwell, Jones, Wright, Ravinthravon, Pradena
Man of the Match: Andy Deng
Report by Kek Amankwah

8th XI Match Report

(0-7 vs Old Salesians 2s)

When an 8xl plays a reserve side the reality is that you aren't going to win and we didn't.
As with previous weeks we put in a spirited performance for a half, working tirelessly to restrict
Salesians to just a handful of chances and with Dave Pilgrim in goal performing admirably , we
felt in it.
We conceded two quick goals shortly before half time the second a wonder strike akin to
Sturridge's for Liverpool but from 10 yards further out.
New 8xl skipper Steel tried to rally the troops but as in previous weeks the combination of age
and youth both wilted after the hour mark although we created two great chances to score,
firstly George Worrell chased down Salesians two centre backs and forced them to collide
leaving him the opportunity to unleash a powerful shot which cleared the bar and then king of
the flicks Will Davies met a superb cross 8 yards out but again popped the ball over the top.
Game ended 7-0 but the three schoolboys Worrell, Leggett and Humphrey again showed
potential and a willingness to run and in truth every player put in an honest performance but it is
very difficult against stronger, faster , more skilful opposition.
We continue to grow as a side and Captain Steel will need to get a settled side as soon as
possible to take this team forward ,meanwhile the 9's to start in a fortnight so that will provide a
different challenge and allow an Old man like me to actually get a game.
Pilgrim, Steel, Patel, Phakey S, Maxwell, Desouza, Davies, Muraleetharan, Pankhania,
Nelmes, Leggett, Worrell, Humphrey , Nelson.

All Our Yesterdays – 25 years ago
Classified Result, October 2nd 1993
Palace
4
All other games postponed

Stoke City

1

Southgate, Salako 3

Discipline - Come on lads; play the game and be responsible
We have already received one booking and one sending off and the season has only been running for a week! This is obviously unacceptable and I
bring to your attention the following recommended punishments by the AFA
Bookings
Sendings off
Persistent misconduct
Foul or abusive language
Attempting to kick or strike an opponent
Serious foul play
Kicking or striking an opponent
Foul or abusive language or gestures
Spitting or other unseemly conduct
Refusing to give or giving a false name
Threatening match officials
Head Butting

£6 fine
21 days suspension plus £15 fine
21 days suspension plus £15 fine
21 days suspension plus £15 fine
21 days suspension plus £15 fine
35 days suspension plus £25 fine
35 days suspension plus £25 fine
42 days suspension plus £25 fine
42 days suspension plus £25 fine
84 days suspension plus £40 fine
84 days suspension plus £55 fine

Please keep in mind that these are only recommended punishments and they can be higher. Also they do not include any fines or suspensions
levied by the Club, which would always be in addition to and running concurrent with AFA punishments
However, if this is not enough to put you off getting yourself booked or sent off then please remember that every time you offend you cause
disciplinary points to be accumulated by the Club, which ultimately leads to us being fined and, ultimately, can see us being expelled from the league
Do you want to be responsible for 100 people being barred from AFA Football OR do you just want to be responsible?
Cliff Milledge, Secretary, OWFC

All Our Yesterdays – 50 years ago
Classified Results, Septemberv 28th/29th 1968
Ibis
2
5th Xl
1
Portsmouth
3
Football Club
8

4th Xl
Old Hendonians
Palace
Tennis Club

0
3
3
7

Scorer not reported
Jackson.C, Woodruff, Kember
Ashdown 3, (John) Matthews 2, George,
Wakeford.P, Adams.G

The 4th Xl started the game with the disadvantage of having to play with only ten men. However, they played very well and held Ibis to a two goal lead and,
perhaps, with the extra man, they could have got through to the next round of this Cup competition
The 5th Xl were somewhat overpowered in the first half by the strength and size of their opponents and by half-time they were 2-0 down. During the second half we
settled down but, although having most of the play, were unable to level the score. Brian Wells, in goal, made a fine save from a penalty but the final score was 1-3
Portsmouth made more of the running and more of the mistakes. They were twice ahead and then gave away goals. Palace then took the lead but still Portsmouth
were able to pull themselves together and equalise
The game against the Tennis Club – on Sunday – began at a cracking pace until referee Joe Miller slowed it down, saying he could not cover all of the pitch at
once; not a football pitch, that is!
The game swung from touch-line to touch-line, neither goal-keeper being tested very much until the Tennis Club, through John Cross and Arthur Richardson
slammed two great goals past the unsighted Martin Taylor and, by half-time, they held a 3-0 lead
In the second half Doug Stanley came on for Ralph Sleet - was this to be some devilish plan, brewed up by Les Wilks, to squash the expected onslaught from the
Football Club?
Not a chance, as the second half was almost completely dominated by the Football Club, stamina and sheer football magic being the factors that turned the game.
RON ASHDOWN netted three goals whilst fellow striker JOHN MATTHEWS added two more, with MIKE GEORGE, PETER WAKEFORD and GERRY ADAMS
taking the score up to eight, whilst further goals for the Tennis Club came from Jeremy Judson (2), Arthur Richardson and John Cross.
Football Club: (Martin) Taylor Adams.G Ashdown Bevan Brittain (John)Matthews Wakeford.P George Norrington Holder Sawyer
Tennis Club: Quantrill Keen Kirby Eaton Wilks Gheringer Jackson Judson Richardson Cross Sleat (Sub Stanley,D)

Contact Us
Where to find us
Old Wilsonians
Hayes Hill
Hayes
Kent, BR2 7HT
Tel: 020 8462 2600
Closest Rail Station – Hayes (Kent) 14 min
walk

Social Media
Website: www.oldwilsonians.com
Twitter: @oldwilsonians
Facebook: OWFC Facebook
Group (Members Only)

Team
1st XI
2nd XI
3rd XI
4th XI
5th XI
6th XI
7th XI
8th XI
Vets
Super Vets
Selection
Secretary

Name
Daniel Sellman
Jon Howe
Joe Kirby
Matt Ballard
Jamie Moniz
Tony Sherlock &
James Eglon
James Sparrow
Nick Mole
Lee Reid
Al Forbes
Joe Kirby

Roll of Honour
Life President:
Treasurer:
President:
Chairman:
Hon. Secretary:
Club Captain:

Mike Harris
Jon Howe
Jamie Parkinson
Alex Forbes
Jamie Parkinson
Nick Mole

Email Address
danielsellman@talktalk.net
jhowe@esherhigh.surrey.sch.uk
josephlawrencekirby@gmail.com
mballard_@Hotmail.com
jamesmoniz@hotmail.com
sherlockhome@sky.com
eggyowfc@gmail.com
sparrowmansm6@hotmail.com
nicholasmole@virginmedia.com
reid.1@btinternet.com
alexforbes46@hotmail.co.uk
josephlawrencekirby@gmail.com

Newsletter Contributions
All contributions to the newsletter should reach James Eglon by 6-00 pm on a Sunday evening – the earlier the better. Please send any articles/
match reports/images to eggyowfc@gmail.com or via Whatsapp on 07986 405374

